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The Helsinki Summit and the Complex Role of Congress in Foreign Policy 

For over half a century, conventional wisdom of U.S. foreign policy has dictated that the 

President is the nation’s preeminent voice on foreign affairs. This assumption has generally 

proven true over the course of the last seventy years, as Congress has willingly ceded many of its 

foreign policy prerogatives to the executive branch, most notably the power to declare war – a 

responsibility expressly delineated in the Constitution that is now, for all practical purposes, 

almost entirely toothless. Nevertheless, there have been moments throughout recent history in 

which Congress did indeed exercise its authority over the executive branch in the foreign affairs 

arena. And although these moments of congressional interference in foreign affairs can 

occasionally be proactive, as instantiated by Congress’ decision to impose anti-apartheid 

sanctions against South Africa in the 1980s, they are generally far more reactive. It took years, 

and an increasingly angry and horrified American public, for Congress to push back on the 

Johnson and Nixon administration’s escalation and continuation of the Vietnam War. The Bush 

era only reinforced this notion of executive supremacy in foreign affairs, as the administration 

drastically expanded the government’s foreign intelligence apparatus – a build-up that largely 

remained in place during the Obama administration.  

The ascension of Donald Trump to the presidency, however, has increasingly raised 

questions about this longstanding assumption of presidential preeminence in foreign policy. The 

current President’s willingness to act on impulse and override his own advisers and experts in 

foreign policy decisions, most recently evidenced in his abrogation of the Joint Comprehensive 
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Plan of Action with Iran (JCPOA), has drawn bipartisan criticism from many members of 

Congress. While interning in Senator Bob Casey’s office, I had a firsthand look at perhaps the 

most controversial foreign policy moment of the Trump presidency thus far: the Helsinki 

summit. 

The July 16 summit between Donald Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin in 

Helsinki, Finland followed a week of controversy for the White House. The President used his 

tour of Europe to engage in repeated criticism of NATO and the EU and to castigate immigrants 

with language that was riddled with racial undertones.i After privately meeting with Vladimir 

Putin, Trump gave a press conference alongside his Russian counterpart that, almost 

immediately, ignited a political firestorm in the United States. “My people came to me, Dan 

Coats came to me, and some others. They said they think it’s Russia. I have President Putin; he 

just said it’s not Russia. I’ll say this – I don’t see any reason why it would be,” Trump said in 

response to a question regarding Russia’s responsibility for interfering in the 2016 election. ii For 

the duration of the press conference, Trump spoke warmly of Putin, and continuously refused to 

side with U.S. intelligence agencies over the Russian government. Condemnation from political 

commentators and members of Congress, particularly Democratic members of Congress, was 

swift and severe.  

Of course, it is a truism of American politics that foreign policy is generally an ancillary 

concern of most voters. People inherently care more about the tangible day-to-day policy issues 

that affect their own wellbeing. Constituent correspondence on foreign policy often comes from 

people who have a unique, vested interested in U.S. policy toward a specific country, such as 

members of diaspora communities, along with the occasional constituent with a general interest 

in world affairs. Generally, this means that a congressional office’s foreign affairs department 
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will receive less constituent correspondence than, for example, the healthcare or immigration 

departments. The week of July 16, however, was a stark exception. Congressional offices in both 

the House and Senate were overrun with messages from constituents commenting on the 

President’s Helsinki press conference. The messages were almost uniformly negative, with 

numerous constituents calling the President’s comments “treasonous” and demanding his 

impeachment. Many of these constituent messages also highlighted the fundamental, 

longstanding tension between the executive and legislative branches in the foreign policymaking 

process. I constantly read messages in which constituents expressed outright frustration with 

Congress’ limited ability to assert its constitutional authority over the executive branch; more 

than a few constituents explicitly requested a detailed, comprehensive list of actions that 

Congress planned to take to push back against Trump’s statements in Helsinki. Senator Casey’s 

office responded to these messages with a constituent letter that condemned the President, whilst 

also providing a series of specific steps that he believed Congress needed to take as a response to 

the Helsinki summit: the imposition of additional sanctions against the Russian government, 

support for NATO, increased funding toward state and municipal efforts to protect U.S. election 

systems, and legislation to protect Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation. The Senator 

reiterated these core goals, as well as his general condemnation of the President’s behavior, in a 

floor speech later that week.  

Although Trump’s comments caused widespread bipartisan criticism from members of 

Congress, the body’s ability to push back against the President and the Russian government 

through the legislative process was, as expected, limited. On July 19, after the White House 

began flirting with the prospect of turning American citizens over to the Russian government for 

questioning, the Senate unanimously passed a resolution that explicitly declared its opposition to 
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such a move.iii The resolution was largely symbolic; nevertheless, the White House did decide 

not to turn over any Americans to the Kremlin.iv Yet even as this specific resolution of 

disapproval saw unanimous approval, other measures stalled. A resolution introduced by Senator 

Bernie Sanders reiterating support for the intelligence community and calling on the White 

House to cooperate with Mueller did not receive a vote.v A similar resolution from Senator Jeff 

Flake and Senator Chris Coons calling for the release of the notes from the private Trump-Putin 

meeting also did not receive a vote.vi On the House side, attempts from Rep. Adam Schiff to 

subpoena Trump’s translator were shut down by Republicans on the House Intelligence 

Committee. On August 1, Senator Lindsey Graham introduced S. 3336, the Defending American 

Security from Kremlin Aggression Act, which would formalize the Senate’s opposition to 

NATO withdrawal, combat international cybercrime perpetrated against the U.S., and impose 

additional sanctions on Russia. The bill has been referred to the Senate Committee on Foreign 

Relations, where it has remained since early August.vii  

Congress’ difficulty in pushing back against Trump’s Helsinki comments through 

legislation underscores the broader challenges that affect congressional foreign policymaking. 

Unlike the executive branch, where decisions on matters of foreign affairs are top-down and 

streamlined, the legislative branch is by its very nature a deeply fragmented and polarized body, 

and it is virtually impossible to respond to foreign policy issues with one single, cogent voice. 

Even as members of Congress erupted in bipartisan criticism, multiple Republicans in Congress 

expressed openness and some support for Trump’s diplomatic overture to the Russian 

government. Senator Rand Paul, one of the most dovish Republicans in the Senate, called the 

President’s Helsinki outreach a positive step forward that can lead to increased cooperation in 

counterterrorism and denuclearization initiatives.viii Paul has voiced continued skepticism of 
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punitive legislation against Russia, and he has recently worked to contribute to the 

administration’s diplomatic overtures to the Kremlin; the Senator recently made news for hand-

delivering a letter to the Russian government on Trump’s behalf.ix Political incentives also 

constrained many members of Congress, including those who have traditionally been more 

hawkish on Russia. The President remains popular among Republican voters, and his base has 

made it clear that they are more than willing to vote against members of Congress who are 

insufficiently pro-Trump – a political situation that the current Republican leadership 

undoubtedly recognizes. Indeed, Senator Majority Leader Mitch McConnell was noticeably 

cautious in the wake of the President’s Helsinki comments. McConnell did not directly criticize 

the President’s comments – he simply told journalists that the Russians “are not our friends” – 

and he did not express support for resolutions that called for additional sanctions and the release 

of the notes from the Trump-Putin meeting.x  

The Helsinki summit was, ultimately, a case study in Congress’ complex and limited role 

in a foreign policy process that has been dominated by the executive branch for generations. The 

American public got a firsthand look at the difficulties that the legislative branch often faces 

when it attempts to push back against the President. Even when there is widespread public 

criticism and general agreement among members of Congress on a geopolitical issue, the passage 

of actual foreign policy legislation is rare and extremely difficult to achieve, especially if its seen 

as contradicting or embarrassing the incumbent President. Of course, this limited role in foreign 

policy may change somewhat after the midterms, should the Democrats regain control of one or 

both houses of Congress – Democratic leadership will undoubtedly be far less unwilling to 

publicly undermine or embarrass Trump. For now, however, Congress’ role in the foreign 

policymaking process remains significantly restricted.   
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